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Abstract 
In this paper we define induced and “Weyl” modules for an infinite-dimensional Hopf algebra 
D( G)u( g). This algebra is important because its representation theory encompasses the represen- 
tation theory of a given Lie algebra of Cartan type. A cohomological criterion is provided which 
states precisely when a D(G)u(g)-module admits a filtration with sections of induced modules 
or “Weyl” modules. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Ah4S Class(fificution: Primary 17B55, 20G; secondary 17B50 
1. Introduction 
1.1. In [14, 151 a general setting was introduced to study the representation and coho- 
mology theory of restricted simple Lie algebras by using algebraic group actions. For 
classical Lie algebras, the standard approach involves using the Frobenius kernels of 
the reductive algebraic group. The group acts naturally on the Frobenius kernels via 
conjugation. Since the other class of restricted simple Lie algebras, namely the Lie 
algebras of Cartan type, do not arise as the Lie algebra of any algebraic group, formu- 
lating such a setting involves creating a new infinite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf 
algebra, D( G&(g). One of the important properties of D( G)u( g) is that the restricted 
universal enveloping algebra u(g) of the Lie algebra of Cartan type g embeds into 
D( G)u(g) as a normal Hopf subalgebra. 
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The finite-dimensional hyperalgebra analogs, D( G,)u( g), along with multi-graded 
analogs D(G,T)u(g) were also constructed. The representation theory of D(G)u(g) has 
some similarities the representation theory of reductive algebraic groups. The simple 
D( G)u(g)-modules are parameterized by dominant integral weights and all simple u(g)- 
modules lift to a rational D(G)u(g)-structure. Furthermore, a similar classification for 
simple D(G,.)u(g)-modules also holds with the weight poset being a subset consisting 
of restricted weights. The relationship between simple D(G)u(g)-modules and u(g)- 
modules can be described in terms of an analogous Steinberg tensor product theorem. 
Earlier results found in [7, 171 for u(g) C D(Gi )u(g) can be generalized to the finite- 
dimensional Hopf algebras @G,.&(g). For instance, it was shown that D( G,)u(g) has 
one block. This is somewhat surprising because for reductive groups the existence of 
the Steinberg modules (the simple injective modules) insures that the hyperalgebras 
of the algebraic group will have at least two blocks. Furthermore, the computation of 
the Cartan invariants for D(G,.)u(g) and D( G,T)u( g) can be reduced to decomposing 
the “baby” Verma modules for the classical zero graded component of the algebra g. 
The latter problem involves computing characters of simple modules for reductive 
groups of types A and C whose solution is (conjecturally) given by the Lusztig con- 
jecture [lo]. More interestingly, the computation of characters for simple D(G1 T)u(g) 
and/or injective D(Gr T)u(g) modules is equivalent to computing characters of simple 
modules for reductive algebraic groups of types A and C, and hence equivalent to the 
Lusztig conjecture. 
In this paper we will continue our investigation of the representation theory of 
D(G)u(g). By studying the extensions of modules, we show that the category of 
D(G)u(g)-modules satisfies most of the requirements of a highest weight category [2] 
with the induced modules being infinite-dimensional and the universal highest weight 
modules being finite-dimensional. The interval finiteness condition on the poset fails to 
hold for this category of modules. Although the group G used in our situation is far 
from being reductive, the representation theory of D(G)u(g) is remarkably similar to 
the representation theory of reductive groups. The “orthogonality conditions” between 
induced modules and the universal highest weight modules gives rise to a character for- 
mula of irreducible modules in terms of Weyl characters with “Kazhdan-Lusztig type” 
coefficients. In this process we also provide cohomological criteria for a D(G)u(g) 
to admit a filtration by induced modules or universal highest weight modules. This 
criterion for the reductive groups was initially proved for finite dimensional modules. 
Later, it was extended to infinite-dimensional modules by Friedlander [5]. For reductive 
groups the “sections” are all finite-dimensional. In our case the sections are all infinite- 
dimensional. This criterion was also used to show that under suitable conditions the 
tensor product of two universal highest weight modules admits a filtration by universal 
highest weight modules. The authors would like to thank Stephen Doty for providing 
us with some useful information about representations of GL,. 
1.2. Notation. The notation and conventions in this paper closely parallel those used in 
[ 15, 111. Let g =X(m, 1)L2] be a graded restricted simple Lie algebra of Cartan type over 
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an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p>O where X = W, S, H, or K. For a 
construction of these algebras we refer the reader to [ 1, 201. Let g = g_s $ g_s+l @. 33 
go @ g, 6~. . CD gt be the standard grading of g with nP = eiCO gi, n+ = ei,s gi and 
b* = go @ n*. The automorphism group G of g, will be regarded as an affine algebraic 
group scheme over k. According to [23], GE G~D( Ui where Ui is unipotent and 
Go is reductive. More specifically, for X(m,l)= W(m,l) or S(m, l), Go” GL, and 
for X(m, l)= H(2r, 1) or K(2r + l,l), GO E GSP2,. Let T be the maximal torus of 
all diagonal matrices in Go, B: be the corresponding Bore1 subgroups of Go and Ut 
be the unipotent radicals of B$. Set Bi = Bi D( U+, U,’ = U$ D( U’, bl = Lie Bc and 
b; =n- @LieB;. 
Let X(T) be the character group of T. Note that TI = T n [Go, Go] is a maximal torus 
of the semisimple group [Go, Go], and the center T2 of Go is the group of all invertible 
scalar matrices. Since the multiplication map T, x T2 i T is onto with a finite kernel, 
we have X(T) CX(T]) x X(T2). The group X(T2) is isomorphic to Z as an abelian 
group if we take the natural character of E as the basis element. For AEX(T), let 3., 
denote the projection of 2 into X(E) for i = 1,2. Since we have identified 22 with an 
element of Z, we will call /?z the degree of i&Y(T), and denote it by deg(i,). The 
existence of the degree is equivalent to requiring the representations to be graded for 
the graded Lie algebra g. Let <R be the partial order relation on X( 6 ) by the fixed 
set of positive roots R+, with NR+ being the positive cone. In [l 11, a partial ordering 
< on X(T) is defined by letting p < i if and only if ~1 <Ai or pi = 11 and ~2 <R~z. 
Since g is a rational T-module, the gradation in g is given via the z-weight spaces 
gi, where the latter is the sum of all A-weight spaces with deg(%) = i as T-module. 
Thus, the T-weights of u(n)+ all have negative degree while all T-weights of u(n+)+ 
have positive degree. Here, H+ denotes the augmentation ideal of a Hopf algebra H. 
Let S be the set of simple roots of R. The set of dominant integral weights will be 
denoted by 
X(T)+={ieX(T): OI(A+p,ct”) for all a~.!?} 
and the set of p’-restricted weights by 
X,.(T)={I.EX(T): O~(I.+p,~“)<p - 1 for all XES}. 
Note that since Go is not semisimple, X(T)+ does not have a smallest element with 
respect to either the order “5” or the order with positive cone NR+. Also, X,.(T) is not 
finite. The character group of the Frobenius kernel z of T is the group X( T)/p’X( T). 
We can fix a complete set, A, &X,(T), of representatives of X( T)/p’X(T) in X(T) 
for each r such that Ai & A2 C . . . 
For any closed subgroup scheme H of G, let D(H) denote the distribution algebra 
of H. Moreover, for any restricted Lie subalgebra 1 of g let u(l) be the restricted 
enveloping algebra of I. If 1 is H-invariant then by [15, Theorem 2.61 there exists a 
cocommutative Hopf algebra D(H)@) which is generated as an associative algebra by 
D(H) and u(I) with the additional property that u(I) embeds into D(H)u(l) as a normal 
Hopf subalgebra. Let 9Zo(~)~(i) be the category of D(H)u(l)-modules which are rational 
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H-modules upon restriction to D(H). Unless otherwise indicated, a D(H)u(l)-module 
will mean a module in %$(~)~(i) throughout this paper. 
With the preceding construction, let A=D(G)u(g) and let F:G+G be the 
Frobenius morphism. Let G, = ker F’ where F’ is the rth iteration of F and set A,. = 
D( G,)u(g). Observe that 
A, cAZc ... CA 
with AI 2 u(g). Here the equality between Al and u(g) holds for types W and K and 
Al/u(g) has only one dimensional simple modules for types S and H. The algebra 
A is the analog of the distribution algebra of a reductive algebraic group, and the 
algebras A,. are the analogs of the hyperalgebras [8]. In [l 1, Theorem 2.51, the simple 
A-modules _9’(3,) were shown to be in bijective correspondence with weights 3. EX( T),. 
Furthermore, the simple A,.-modules 6p,(i) are parameterized by the weights j, E A,. For 
)L~X,(T), we have Y(j>) 2 _Yr(n). The simple D(G)u(g)-modules Y(A), ~,EX(T)+, 
can be expressed as twisted tensor products of simple u(g)-modules and simple &Go)- 
modules [ 11, Proposition 2.71. 
2. Extensions of D( G)u(g)-modules 
In this section we will look at the extensions between certain D(G)u(g)-modules. 
For each ~,EX(T)+, let -Y(n) (resp. L(i)) be the corresponding simple D(G)u(g) 
(resp. D(Ga))-module. The injective hull of Y(i) (resp. Lo,)) as D(G)u(g)- (resp. 
D(Go))-module will be denoted by 2;. (resp. Qi). 
2.1. For each 3,&Y(T)+ let 
(2.1.1) 
where Ho(i) is the classical induced Go-module [lo, II 2.21 which extends to a D(Go)u 
(b-)-module by letting u(n) act trivially. If p is a weight of Z-(j_) then p < i 
and dimk Z-(n), = 1. Observe that this module is infinite-dimensional and the in- 
duction functor Ind~~~~~$_, is exact because G/Go ” U+ is affine (see [ 11, Propo- 
sition 2.31). Moreover, the module Z-(n) has a unique simple submodule Y(r,). As a 
D(Ga)-module, we have Z-(3.) g H’(l) @k[U+]. The latter is a direct sum of finite- 
dimensional @Go)-submodules and each simple Go-module appears, as a composition 
factor, in at most finitely many of the direct summands since k[u+] is isomorphic to 
the symmetric algebra of the Go-module Lie&J+)*. 
Any Go-module M extends to a D(G)-module by letting l-J+ acts trivially. The 
coinduced module is defined by Coind~~~~U(g)M = D(G)u( g) @D(G) M. Let wo denote 
the longest element in the Weyl group W associated to the root system R of Go. Set 
V(2)=H”(-wo(2))*, which is the Weyl module of highest weight 2 for the reductive 
group Go. In a similar way we define 
Z+(1) = Coind~~~~(s)V(1). (2.1.2) 
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The module Z+(%) is finite-dimensional and isomorphic to U(K) @k V(E.) as D( Go)- 
module. Therefore, if p is a weight of Z+(E.) then ~5 2 and dimk Z-(ll)i = 1. Recall 
that V(j.) is the universal highest weight module of highest weight i in the category of 
all rational Go-modules. We will use this fact to show that Z’(A) also has this property. 
Consider the D( G)u( g)-module M(A) = D( G&(g) @ o(B~ID~+) kr, where kj, is a D(Bi)- 
module which extends to a D(Bi)D(U+)-module by letting D(U+) act trivially. Note 
that M(1) is not in %D(c)Q). Since D(G)u(g) @ D(B,jD(U+jki =D(GMg) @D(G,,)D(L: I 
(WO)%(E;) 1.1, k we see that Z+(i.) is a quotient of M(A). 
Lemma. For any D(G)u(g)-module E in %~(@~(s), the natural homomorphism 
4 : HOmDcc,,(,,(z+(n),E> + HomD(c,2l(,,(M(i.),E) 
is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Therefore, Z’(n) is a universal highest weight 
module in +?D(G)~(~) qf highest weight i_ with unique simple quotient Y(3,). 
Proof. By the definition of M(n), we have 
HomD(G,,(,,(M(lm)>E) ” HomD(Bofj,(U-,(k;.,E) 
= Hom,(&k;., ED”/+‘) 
= HomD(G,)(D(Go) BgcB,) k;.,ED(U’)) 
= HOmD(Go,(V(~),ED'U") 
= HOmDcc,(~(~),E) 
" HOmDcc,,cs,(z+(3,>,E). 
We have used the fact that kn and V(i) are trivial as D(U+)-modules, D(U’) is a 
normal Hopf subalgebra of D(BO+)D(U+) with quotient being D(Bof) (see [ 12, 13]), 
and V(i) is a universal highest weight D(Go)-module while ED@‘+) is a rational 
Go-module. 0 
The following result provides a description of extensions between simple D(G)u(g)- 
modules in terms of the second socle and radical layers of Z-(y) and Z+(y) for 
VEX+. The proof is similar to that of [I 1, Proposition 5.21. 
Proposition. Let A = D( G)u( g) and I, p EX( T),. 
(a) If’p 3 j_ then ExtA(d;o(/Z), 9(p))” HomA(RadA Z’(i), Y(p)). 
(b) If ,I 3 p then Exti(9(jb), Y(p))” HomA(U(i),Z-(p)/ SOCA Z-(p)). 
Proof. Set A>’ = D(B~)D(U+). Using this notation, M(A) = A ~~20 ki.. Although M(i) 
is not in %i, M(R) is in the category & defined similarly as the category I? for the 
semisimple complex Lie algebras, i.e., Lf A consists of A-modules which are finitely 
generated over A, locally A+-finite, and direct sum of weight spaces. 
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Consider the short exact sequence 0 + N(i)+M(A)+Z+(i)+O in CA, which 
gives rise to an exact sequence 
0 + HomAZ+(A), 9(p)) + Hom(s(M(A), Y(p)) + Homc,(N(A), 2(p)) 
+ Ext;JZ+(Q p(p)) + Ext@(3), T(p)). (2.1.3) 
Using a similar argument given in [ 11, Proposition 5.21, we can prove that any 
extension 0 + L?(p) -+ E --f k;, + 0 in &A>O has to split since p 3 i. Therefore, Extr, 
W(n), Y(p))” Ext&+ (k,, 9(p)) E 0. By the preceding lemma, we have Homc,(N(i.), 
Y(/L)) ” Ext&(Z+(L), Y(p)). If 0 4 9(p) -A4 3 Z+( 3.) + 0 is a non-split extension 
in the category VA, then it is also non-split in & and Homg(N( A), Y(p)) # 0, which 
implies p < A. Furthermore, the module A4 has to be a highest weight module generated 
by a weight vector us of weight i such that CI(U~) is a highest weight vector of Z+(n). 
Therefore, there exists a surjective map $ : M(k) -PM such that $(l@ l)=vs. By the 
preceding lemma, there exists 4 : Z’(n) +A4 such that $=@oz and $(z(ug))=ro 
with rt : M(i) + Z+(L) being the quotient map. This shows that id = M o 4 since c( 0 
&a(us)) = M(Q). This contradiction shows that Ext,!,(Z+(A), L!?(p)) = 0. The first as- 
sertion (a) follows from the long exact sequence in +$ 
0 + HomA(_Y(A), dp(p)) + HomA(Z+(A), --Y(p)) --f HomA(RadJ’(/Z), 
+ Ext~WV), Y(p)) + 0, 
and the isomorphism HomA(Lk’(A), Y(p)) S Hom,4(Zf(A>, .9(p)), because 
a unique simple quotient Y(i). 
W)) 
(2.1.4) 
Z+(j,) has 
For part (b), note that Extbco)u(n) (~(~“),Z-(~))rExtb~,o,,(,,~,(~(n),Ho(~)) be- 
cause the functor Ind~~~~~~~!_, is exact [ll, Proposition 2.31. For each ~,EX( T)+, 
define I’,,( A) = D( G&( n-) @o(oO) L( ;I), which has a D( G)u( g )-module structure (” 
D(G) u(g) @.D(G)L(A)). Here L(A) is the irreducible Go-module of highest weight i. 
Then 
Ext’ D(~~)u(n-)(Virr(~),H’(~))” Extb~,,#(%Y”(~)) = 0 
because of the exactness of the functor D( Go)u(n-) @o(o,,-. The short exact sequence 
0 + N -+ Vi,(A) + 9’(A) + 0 of D( G&(g)-modules yields a surjective map 
HomDcc,,,c,~,(N,H’(~)) + Extb~,u,,(,,-,(U(~),Ho(~)). Any non-zero D(Go)u(n-)- 
map N -+ Ho(p) has to contain L(p) in its image. It follows that p is a weight of 
N, thus of Vi,(A). Therefore, p<h, which contradicts the assumption, and Ext&,,,(,, 
(Y(J,),Z-(p)) = 0. 
Now (b) follows a similar argument as in the proof of (a) by considering the long 
exact sequence arising from the short exact sequence 0 + 9(p) + Z-(p) + E(2) + 0. 
0 
Remark. The proof of the proposition also shows that, unless A> ~1, we have 
Extb~c,u(,,(~(~)),Z-(AL)) = Extb(,),(,)(Z+(p), y(i) = 0. 
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2.2. The next proposition describes extensions between the intermediate modules Z-(2) 
and Z+(r) for J.,~EX(T)+. 
Proposition. Let A = D(G)u(g) and i, ,u EX( T)+. Then 
Proof. We first note the following isomorphism of D(G&(g)-modules: 
By applying Frobenius reciprocity twice it follows that 
Ext:(Z+(W-(0 ” Ext~(G,,),,b-,(Z+(~),Ho(~)) 
” Extb(c$ VA>, ff”bd) 
-{ 
N k if i=O and 1=/l, 
0 otherwise. 
The last statement follows by [ 10, II Proposition 4.131. 0 
2.3. Let g be an abelian category of modules for a fixed k-algebra with enough injective 
objects and closed under direct limits (thus closed under arbitrary direct sums). We 
further assume that every module in %? has simple submodules. Let 9 be a collection 
of simple modules in %? and g(2) be the full subcategory consisting of all modules 
which have a composition series with all composition factors isomorphic to members 
of 9. In order to calculate the extension between simple and various induced modules 
we need the following proposition. 
Proposition. Let A4 be a module in V with dimk Ext; (E,M) < co for all E E 9 
and all i. Ij {E,,&p} . IS a direct system with E, in %?(W), then Ext&(l$ E,,M) 2 
l&Ext:,(E,,M). 
Proof. Observe that the maps &J : E, + E/j induce the maps I& : Ext&(Eg,M) + Extb 
(E,,M) for all i when c( <p. This makes {Ext&(E,,A4),$jfl} into an inverse system of 
k-vector spaces for each fixed i. 
We first show that A4 has an injective resolution 
such that HomH (E,,Z’) is finite-dimensional. Indeed, if we take 1’ to be the injective 
hull of SocxM we have Hom~~(E,M)!?Hom~(E,I”) for all E E .2. Furthermore, the 
short exact sequence 
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induces an isomorphism Extf ’ (E, IO/M) ” Ext&(E,M) for all i 2 I and E E A. There- 
fore, IO/A4 satisfies the same condition as A4 does, and we take I’ to be the in- 
jective hull of Socs(l”/M). This provides an inductive procedure to construct the 
required injective resolution such that dimk HomK(E, 1’) < 00 for all E l 9)‘. Therefore, 
dimHom~~(E,,I’)<cc because E, has a composition series. 
Set Ci = Homx(E,,Z’). For each c[, we consider the complex 
of finite-dimensional vector spaces. For a < [I, the maps $$ define a chain map 
i/$:1 : c; + c; of complexes. Thus we get an inverse system of complexes of finite- 
dimensional vector spaces. Note that l@ HomTL(E,,M) ” Homw(l& E,,M) for any 
module M. If C’ = I@ Ci then C’ = Homu( 5 E,,I’), and 
c;: 0-c 0 d" ‘I’ i c’ - ... 
is the inverse limit of the complexes Cl. 
It is enough to show that the (co)homology of the inverse limit complex is the inverse 
limit of the (co)homology. By [ 19, Proposition 71, the inverse limit of an inverse system 
of short exact sequences of finite-dimensional vector spaces is still exact. By applying 
this fact to the short exact sequences 
O+Ker(d~)+C~+Im(d~)+O 
one gets the short exact sequence 
OI~Ker(d:)i!imC::-~Irn(~~)-O. (2.3.1) 
The left exactness of the inverse limit functor implies that l&i Ker(di) = Ker(d’). The 
exactness of 2.3.1 implies @ Im(di) =Im(d’). Applying [19, Proposition 71 once 
again to the inverse system of short exact sequences 
O-tIm(d:-‘)iKerd:iH’(C,)iO 
we get H’(C’)“l&H’(C,‘). 0 
We remark that the proof of the theorem actually yields a more general result. For 
a fixed nonnegative integer n, if dimk Ext; (E, PI’) < 00 for all E E ,‘A and i = 0, 1, . . . , n, 
then Ext:,(limE,,M)r!imExt~~(E,,M) for i=O,l,...,n. 
2.4. Recall that I’,,(;,) = Coindijzr’“’ L(i) for i EX( T),. The module Vi,(A) is finite- 
dimensional with the unique irreducible quotient LY(jb) and all weights of K,(i.) aside 
from J. are strictly smaller than jL. 
Proposition. Let A = D( G)u(g) and i, ~1 E X( T)+. Tllen 
(a) Exti(V,,(i),Z-(p))” Ext~Oo,(L(i.),Ho(~)) ,fbr all i; 
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(b) dimk Exti( S?( I,), Z-(p)) < 00 fir all i > 0; 
(c) if2 3 p, then Ext~(Y(~ti),Z-(~))=O for all i>O. 
Proof. (a) Note that the two functors Ind~~~&($_, and Coind$~~“-’ are exact while 
Vlrr(~-)I~(~o~u~n-~ "CoindDcGoj D(Go)u("-)L(A). (a) follows by using the Frobenius reciprocity 
twice. 
(b) Consider the short exact sequence 0 +N(/1,)+ Vi,(3.)+9(3.)+0 ofD(G)u(g)- 
modules, which gives rise to the following long exact sequence of D(G)u(g)-modules: 
0 --+ HomA(6”(;.),Z-(~)) + HomA( Vi,(i.),Z-(p)) + HomA(N(A),Z-(p)) 
4 ExtA(Y(E,),Z-(p)) + Exti( Vi,,(i),Z-(/I)) + 
4 ExtA(N(i),Z-(Cl))iExt~‘(~(~),Z~(~))tExt~+’(V,,(3.),Z-(~))i 
Note that Extb(,,,(L(L), H’(p)) is finite-dimensional for all i by [ 10, II 6.211. The 
first part (a) implies that Exty ‘( V,,(i), Z-(L)) is always finite-dimensional for all i. 
In order to prove part (b), we use induction on i. When i = 0, this is clear. For i = 1, 
we note that N(iL) is finite dimensional and Z-(p) has a unique irreducible submodule. 
Thus HomA(N(i),Z-(p)) has to be finite-dimensional. This forces Extfi(Y(j,),Z-(,u)) 
to be finite-dimensional. Suppose that Ext>(9(jV),Z-(p)) is finite-dimensional for all /,. 
By induction on the length of the composition series, we can show that Ext>(E,Z-(LL)) 
is finite-dimensional for all finite-dimensional modules E. In particular, Ext>(N(i), 
Z-(p)) is finite-dimensional. Therefore, the finite-dimensionality of Ext~“(Y(i.), 
Z-(p)) follows from the above long exact sequence. 
(c) Recall that i>p if either deg(L)> deg(p) or deg(3,)= deg(p) with 3, >R,% If 
deg(A) # deg(p) then L(i.) and H’(U) belong to different Go-block. Thus if i 3 ,u, we 
have Ext’ ucGo,(L(~L),Ho(~)) =0 for all i>O by [lo, II 6.201. Therefore, Extf,( V,,(/,), 
Z-(p)) = 0 for all i ~0. All weights of N(L) are strictly smaller than i, so HomA(N(i_), 
Z-(,/J)) = 0. The long exact sequence above yields Ext:(L?(;L), Z-(p)) = 0. By a similar 
inductive argument on i as in the proof of(b), we can show that Exti(Y(J),Z-(p)) = 0 
for all i 3 p implies Exti(N(i),Z-(p)) = 0. This implies that Exty’(Y(L),Z-(LL)) = 0 
from the long exact sequence. 0 
Corollary. Let A=D(G)u(g). For any 2,~ EX(T)+, ExtA(Z-(i),Z-(p)) is zero jx 
i > 0 provided 2 3 ,u and is always jinite-dimensional. 
Proof. Since Z-(1_) is locally finite, we have Z-(i,) = 5 E, where {Ez)x~,,r is the 
set of all finite-dimensional submodules, which forms a directed system. By 
Proposition 2.4b Ext6(9(v), Z-(p)) is finite-dimensional for all irreducible module 
Y(V). Therefore by Theorem 2.3, we have Exti(Z-(i,),Z-(p)) = l@ ExtA(E,,Z-(p)). 
If 2 3 ,u, then Ext>(E,,Z-(p)) = 0 since all weights of E, are 5 /?. Hence, Exti(Z-ok), 
Z_(U)) = 0. 
In order to prove the finite-dimensionality, we will find a finite-dimensional submod- 
ule EC Z-(i) such that no composition factor of Z-(2)/E has highest weight larger 
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than ,u, because one can show ExtA(Z-(A)/E,Z-(p)) = 0 by following an argument 
similar to the one given above. Note that as a D( Go)-module, Z-(i) ” S(( nf)* ) & 
HO(i). The gradation of the Lie algebra g is given by the central characters of Go and 
all the weights of (n+)* have negative degrees. For each given degree, there are only 
finitely many weights of ,S((n+)*) @H’(J) with this degree. There are only finitely 
many degrees of the weights of S((n+)* ) @H’(i) larger than the degree of p. There- 
fore, there are only finitely many weights of Z-(1*) larger than p. Observe that all 
the weight spaces of Z-(A) are finite-dimensional. We choose E to be the submodule 
generated by the weight spaces of Z-(i),. with V>P. The submodule E is clearly 
finite-dimensional since Z-(i,) is locally finite. 0 
2.5. Set Zi,(A) = IndD(G)u(R) o,,c,_,L(~) for each i EX(T)+. The module Z&(1,) is a sub- 
module of Z-(3.) with unique simple submodule 9(jU) of highest weight j,. 
Proposition. For mzy i,, ,u l X(T)+, 
(a) Ext&,),(,)(Zf(%), Y(p)) is ulwuys jinite-dimensional fbr all i and zero if i > 0 
with p 3 2; 
(b) Ext~(G,,(,,(Z+(‘2),Z+(~)) is ahvuys finite-dimensional for all i and zero if i > 0 
with p r+ 2. 
Proof. Let A = D(G)u(g) in the proof. (a) By a similar argument as in Proposi- 
tion 2.4a, we have ExtA(Z+(A), Z,,(p)) ” Ext&oo)( V(A),&)), which is always finite- 
dimensional for all i and is zero for i>O unless deg(p) = deg(%) and p>R1. by [lo, 
II, 6.20-211. Consider the short exact sequence 
of A-modules and the induced long exact sequence 
0 --) HomA(Z’(i), -Y(p)) + HomA(Z+(Jb),Z,,(p)) + HomA(Z+(i),E(p)) 
--f Ext;(Z+(l), Y(p)) + Extj4(Z+(1),Zj&)) + . . 
+ Ext;(Z+(J), E(p)) + Ext’+’ A (Z+(~),Y(~))+Ext$+‘(Z+(i),Zi,(~))+ .... 
Note that the representation category %$ is equivalent to the category of all comodules 
for the Hopf algebra Indf k, which is commutative, (see [ 13, 151). Thus the category 
%& is equivalent to the category of rational representations of a group scheme. By us- 
ing [lo, I 4.171, we have Exti(Z+(l),E(p))r &Extf,(Z+(/Z),E,) where {Ei(} is the 
directed system of all finite-dimensional submodules of E(p) with respect to the inclu- 
sion relation. Here, we have used the fact that Z+(i) is finite-dimensional. Now one can 
use induction on i as in the proof Proposition 2.4 to show that Exti(Z+(n), Y(U)) = 0 
for all i>O if p 3 3,. In general to prove the finite-dimensionality, we first show 
that E(,u) has a finite-dimensional submodule K such that no composition factor of 
E(p)/K has highest weight v such that v> 3.. The argument providing the existence 
of the module K is similar to the one in the proof of Corollary 2.4. In this situation 
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one considers the D( Go)-module isomorphism Zi,( cl) ” S( (n+)* ) @ L(p). For each j. 
there are at most finitely many weights v of Z,,(p) (thus of E(n)) such that v 2 i. Us- 
ing [lo, I 4.171 again, we have Exti(Z+(i),E(,u)/K) = 0 for all i, and thus ExtA(Z+(J.), 
E(p)) g Exti(Z+(L),K) for all i. The fact that Exti(Z+(i), Y(p)) is finite-dimensional 
follows from the long exact sequence above. This implies that Exti(Z+(A),K) is finite- 
dimensional. Now it follows from the long exact sequence using induction on i that 
Ext,>(Z’(A), 4”(p)) is finite-dimensional. The second part, (b), is a direct consequence 
of (a) since Z+(p) is finite-dimensional. 0 
Corollary. For any 2, p E X( T),, 
(a) EXt;)(G)u(lJ) (5?(i), Y(p)) is jinite-dimensional for all i; 
(b) ExtbC,,,(,,(MJ4 = 0 f or all i > 0, with M E {Z+(A), _Y( >.), Z-( 3.)); 
(c) Ext&G,,CA,(Z+(j_), Y(2)) = Ext~(c,,c,,(,44(~),Z~(~~)) = 0 for all i >O. 
Proof. (a) By the preceding proposition, Ext&oJuCg)(Z+(2), L?‘(p)) is finite-dimensional 
for all i and i,,u. By working with the long exact sequence arising from the short exact 
sequence 0 + N(/1,) + Z+(2) --+ Y(2) + 0, one can show part (a) by using induction 
on i and the fact that N(2) is finite-dimensional. 
The statements (b) and (c) are the special cases of the results of the above propo- 
sition and those in 2.4. 0 
3. Good filtrations of D( G)u(g)-modules 
3.1. We begin with a result which will be used later in this section. 
Lemma. Let G = GOK U be a semi-direct product of algebraic groups bvith U be- 
ing unipotent. Then for any rational G-module M which is U-injective, we have 
M E k[U] @MU as G-modules. Here, M u is the subset of elements of MJixed by ~11 
elements of U. 
Proof. First of all ML’ is a G-submodule of M and k[U] is a rational G-module via 
the conjugation action of G on U. The G-module structure on the tensor product is 
given via the diagonal map. 
Applying the Frobenius reciprocity, we have the following commutative diagram 
- Ind’ M 
r 1 
lJ 
GO 
(3.1.1) 
i 
4 
M A Ind’A4 Go 
with the vertical maps being the natural inclusion and horizontal maps being in- 
duced from the identity maps using the Frobenius reciprocity. The tensor identity [IO] 
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yields Ind$M” “k[U] @IV” and Ind&M ” k[U] 8 M. The horizontal maps in the 
above diagram are the identification of MU (resp. M) with the submodule k 1x8 M” 
(resp. k@M) of k[U]%M” (resp. k[U]%M). Note that (k[U]@MU)U=k@M’-’ 
because MU is U-trivial. Since A4, k[U]@M”, and k[U] @ M are all U-injective and 
U is unipotent, there exists a U-module isomorphism J’ : A4 + k[U] @MU such that 
4IML’ =(tiof)l,W. Furthermore, SOCO. M = M”, so it follows that 4 = $ o J’. Thus, .f 
is an isomorphism of G-modules because Im 4 = Im $. 0 
3.2. For a k-algebra A, let 9 be a collection of (possibly infinite-dimensional) 
A-modules. Assume that ./P contains the zero module. A module M is said to have 
a good 9-filtration, if there is an increasing filtration 
O=MOcM, CM,, (3.2.1) 
such that (i) M =UMi and (ii) MJM,_, is isomorphic to a member of 9. A filtration 
(3.2.1) of M is called 9-poly if the condition (ii) is replaced by M;/M;_, has a finite 
good Y-filtration. At times we will simply say good filtration or poly filtration if the 
set Y is understood from the context. Clearly, any good Y-filtration is poly. On the 
other hand, one can always refine a poly filtration to a good Y-filtration. The following 
lemma is the consequence of the first part of the proof of [3, Proposition 3.1 .l]. 
Lemma. Suppose that all modules in 9 arehnite dimensional. Let 0 4 C + D + E + 0 
be a short exact sequence of A-modules. lj 0 = Co c C1 C C2 2 . and 0 = E. C El g 
E2 C ure good ??-jiltrations oj C and E respectioely, then D has a poly Y$ltration 
O=D,,CD, CD2C ... such that 
(a) D, = CT(i) + Xi jar some monotonic increasing junction f : N + N and jinite 
dimensional submodules X; CD such that X(X,) = Ei and Xi~, LX,. 
(b) Ci CD;; 
3.3. If A = D(G)u(g) and d = {Z-(i) Ii, E X(T)+} U {0}, then a good Y-filtration will 
be called a good Z--filtration. If A = D(G,$, and B = {H’(A) 1 I. E X( T),} U {0}, then 
a good Y-filtration is called a good Ho-filtration. In general, for an A-module M 
with a good Y-filtration and 0 #P E 9, let [M : P] denote the number of i’s such that 
M;/M,_I ” P. Note that in general [M : P] depends on the good Y-filtration. However 
for any module M in V~(c)~(a) with a good Z--filtration, we have [M : Z-(i)] = dimk 
HomDcc,,c,,(Z+(;,),M for all iL EX(T)+ and thus [M : Z-(A)] is independent of the 
choice of the good Z--filtration. In fact, if M has a finite Z--filtration, this is clear 
following Proposition 2.2. In general since Z+(;,) is finite dimensional, HomD(GJu(g) 
(Z+(i),M) = lim H Om4c,,c,,(Z’(n),Mi) for any ascending filtration of M such that 
M = U Mi. Now the equality follows once again using Proposition 2.2. 
Theorem. Let M be a D(G)u(g)-module such that dimk HomD(G,,(,)(Z+(L), M) < oc 
and Extb(,,LL(,,( Z+(A),M)=Ojor all VEX+. Then 
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(a) MC”, as a D(Go)-module, has a yood Ho-jiltration; 
(b) H’(U+,M) =O; 
(c) ZfO=Ml)CM, CM,G ... is a yood Z--filtration oj’M as D(G)u(g)-module, 
then 
(i) 0 = Mi’ C M,‘/- C My+ C is a yood Hoyfiltration for M”’ as a module _ _ 
jar the reductive yroup Go; 
(ii) [M : Z-(A)] = [Mu+ : H’(2)]; 
(iii) M is U+-injective and there is a D(G)-module isomorphism M “ML” 8 k 
[U+] under which the imaye of Mi is Mi“ @ k[U+]. 
Proof. Let A = D( G)u( g). Recall that Z+(i) = Coind&,, V( 3.) and the functor Coind&,, 
is exact. Therefore, there exists an isomorphism of vector spaces Ext&o)( Y(A),M) 2 
ExtA(Z+(i),M) = 0 for all A EX(T)+ by the assumption. On the other hand, since 
G = Go K U+, we have the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
E;’ = Ext,& V(A), H’(U+,M)) =+ Ext&( l’(i.), M). (3.3.1) 
The five term exact sequence 
O+E;,’ +E’ +E;’ iE;,‘+E2 (3.3.2) 
yields Ext&oO)( V(A),M”+) = 0 for all A since E’ = Ext&,,( V(/.),M) = 0. Therefore, 
by [lo, II 4.161, MU+ has a good Ho-filtration, and ExtD(,~)(V(/?),MU’)=O for all i 
and i > 1. In particular, E;,’ = Ext’ D(Go)( V(i),MC’+) = 0 in 3.3.2. This implies that 
Homn(c,,(V(/Z),H’(U+,M))=E:‘=O 
for all I,EX(T)+. Since H’(U’, M) is a rational D( Go)-module, we must have H ’ 
(U+,M) = 0. This proves (a) and (b). 
Note that any module M with a good Z--filtration such that each Z-(A) is iso- 
morphic to only finitely many factors of the filtration satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem by Proposition 2.2. In particular, each M; satisfies the conditions of the the- 
orem and H’(U+,M;) =0 for all i. Since Z-(n)U’ = HO(%), we can apply the fixed 
point functor 9 = -‘+ to the exact sequence 0 + Mi-1 +Mi + Z-(pi) + 0, to get 
the exact sequence 0 + Miy: + M, “+ -+H”(~;)+O. This proves (c)(i) and (ii). Since 
Z-(A) is U’-injective, it follows that Mi and thus M = %Mi are also U+-injective 
by using [lo, I 4.171. By Lemma 3.1, we have M”k[U+]@M’+ as D(G)-modules 
and M, “k[U+] @M/” . These isomorphisms are compatible with the natural inclu- 
sions k[ U+] @ ML”’ Cr k[ Uf ] c3 MU+ and Mi CM by checking a certain commutative 
diagrams of submodules of Indgi$M = M @ k[ Uf]. cl 
3.4. The first result of this section shows how good filtrations behave relative to short 
exact sequences. These results are similar to those of Donkin [3, Proposition 3.1.11. 
Note that the Z-(i)‘s are not finitely generated over the algebra D(G)u(g). 
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Lemma. Let 0 - C + D 5 E + 0 he an exact sequence of D(G)u(g)-modules. Ij 
0 = Co C Cl C. is a PI& Z--filtration of C and 0 = E0 2 El 2. is a good Z-- 
,jiltration of E, then D has a filtration 0 = Do C DI C ‘. such that, for each i, 
(a) Di/‘Di_l has a ,jinite Z--filtration; 
(b) z(D;) = Ei; 
(c) C; C Di and Di/C’i has a finite Z--filtration. 
so Proof. By Theorem 3.3(c)(iii), both C and E are Uf-injective. Therefore, D is al 
U+-injective and D ED”+ @ k[U+]. The following exact sequence 
O-_,CU++Dc’+ :EU’-+O (3.4. 
of D(Go)-modules gives rise to the exact sequence 
1) 
O+C"+ @k[U+]+D”* @k[U+] 3 E”’ %k[U+]+O. (3.4.2) 
By the proof of Lemma 3.1, the short exact sequence (3.4.2) can be identified with 
the short exact sequence 0 + C --i D 3 E + 0 as D(G)-modules, by embedding both, 
as D(G)-modules, into the short exact sequence 
(3.4.3) 
By [ll, Proposition 2.31, we have Ind~[~~$$~C” Ind~[~~IC as D(G)-modules. Note 
that the short exact sequence (3.4.3) is actually a sequence of D(G)u(g)-modules, and 
the embeddings of 0 + C + D 4 E 4 0 into (3.4.3) are as D(G)u(g)-modules. 
By Theorem 3.3 the filtration 0 = Ct. C Cy’ C ... is a poly HO-filtration of C” 
and 0 = E,L” C Ey4 C is a good HO-filtration of E"‘ . Note that the modules H’(A), 
i, EX(T)+, are finite-dimensional. By Lemma 3.2, D”+ has a poly HO-filtration 
0 = 0: C 0: C . . that satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.2. One might 
want to set F;=k[U+]@Dpck[Uf]@Du4 for the required filtration. But one has 
to show that F;‘s are D(G)u(g)-submodules. Instead we will construct the required 
filtration a little differently. 
Let Xf CD”’ be the finite-dimensional D(Go)-submodule of D”’ as in Lemma 3.2 
and set q” to be the D(G&(n-)-submodule generated by Xl0 in D. Note that To is still 
finite-dimensional (which is a quotient of u(n) @9X/). Therefore, q! n C”’ is finite- 
dimensional and there exists g(i) 2 f(i) 2 i such that To n C”+ C C$q. Consequently, 
yo n p+ = r;o n cy+ I of all j > g(i). We can fix a function g : N + N which is strictly 
increasing and satisfies the above condition. 
Recall that D is embedded into IndD(G)U(“) o)u(n_) D, which is isomorphic to Ind$z!jD 
as D(G)-module. Note that Ind~~~~jX~ C Ind~~~~jD”’ = D in Ind~~$$-,D. Let X; 
be D(G)u(g)-submodule of D generated by Ind,(,0j ocG) X/. Thus Xi C np’(EI). Define 
D, = C,(i) + Xi as a D( G)u(g)-submodule of IndD(G)u(g) o cOJUo-jD. In fact, Di is a D(G)Q)- 
submodule of D. From the definition of Di, we see that n(Di) = E,. Because Xi” C X$, 
and g is an increasing function, we have D, C: Di+l. 
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The modules Ind~~$$& 5’ and D are both D( G)u( g)-submodules of Ind~~$$_) D 
with Xi C DnInd~~~$$, Y/’ since Ind~[~~j 4” & Ind,,GOj D(G)To = Ind~~~~$$,~~. Therefore, 
Di n C = c$(i) + X; n C & Cq(i) + C n Ind~~~~j~o 
C C,(,, + Ind~~$(k;” n C”) C C’g(i) + lnd~~~~)(C~~~~~) = Cs(i). (3.4.4) 
Here we have used the left exactness of the functor Ind~[~~j to embed C = Ind~~~~,C”;~ , 
Ind~~~~j r(‘, and Ind~~~~,( K” n C”/’ ) into Indg[gij D, in which we have, as vector spaces, 
Ind$zij( y! n C”) = Ind~[~!jC”i n Ind~~~~j~o. 
In fact, the above equality follows from the following commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns 
0 -IndDcG) Cue 
D(Gn) 
--+ Ind~~~!)( To + C”+ ) -+ Ind~~~$ <O/q! n C”+ ) 
T T I 
0 + Indi[zij( C”‘+ n K”)- Ind ;~:~)(yP, 
T (3.4.5) 
T 
- Indii$ Y/‘/&O fl C”+ ) 
T T 
0 6 6 
The above shows that C n Di = Cq(i). Since x(0,) = E,, we also have Di/C,(i) “E,. 
Hence, Ci c Cs(;) CD; implies that D;/‘Ci has a finite Z--filtration. The following inclu- 
sions Cq(i) +X; C Cg(i+i 1 +Xi C C&i+l) +&+I show that Di+l/Di has a finite Z--filtration 
because, by using the fact xi n C =Xi n Cy(+ one can show (Cq(i+i) + X,)/( C&) + 
X)gCy(i+l)lCg(i) and (Cy(;+l) +&+l)/(Cg(i+~) +&)-Ei+l/E,. 0 
Theorem. Let V be a D(G)u(g)-module. Zf V has a jiltration 0 = V, C 6 C V, (I . 
with V = U F$, such that each T$:/l&l has a good Z--@ration, then V also has a good 
Z- -jiltration. 
Proof. Let rc@) : V, + K/Vn_l be the natural quotient map and 0 C E,” C ET C . be 
a good Z--filtration of V,/V,_i. By induction on n, we will construct, for each n, 
a filtration 0 = L; CL; C . . . of V, such that 
(i) LY/L;-, has a finite Z--filtration; 
(ii) r&n)(L?) =E?. I I 9 
(iii) Ly-’ C Ly and Ly/Ly-’ has a finite Z--filtration. 
Set L,’ = E,’ & V, for n = 1. Suppose that Lp-’ has been constructed for n > 1. By ap- 
plying the preceding lemma to the short exact sequence 0 + V,_ i + V, -+ K/V,_ I + 0, 
there exists a filtration 0 = L{ 2 L; & L!j C . . . in V, satisfying the three conditions given 
above. Now set 8 = Li for all i = 0, 1,2,. . Then Fi = Lcj c Li,, C Lf:,’ =F;+, for all i 
by (iii). Moreover, ufi = V. Indeed, if v E V, then v E V, for some n. Since V, = UiL;, 
there exists k such that v E Ly for all i > k. We can choose k >n such that v E Fk. Fi- 
nally, fi/fi_i is has a finite Z--filtration. In fact, E-1 = LiIl C Lip’ 5 Lj = Fi. By (i) 
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and (iii), both L~-‘/L~I~ and L:/Ljf’ have finite Z--filtrations. Finally, one can refine 
the filtration {F;} to get a good Z--filtration for V. 0 
We remark that the argument in the preceding theorem works in general for good 
Y-filtration (for a fixed algebra A) provided corresponding results in Lemma 3.4 hold. 
In particular this fits into the proof for the general case of [3, Proposition 3.1.11. 
3.5. Before we state and prove the result which provides a necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a @G&(g)-module to admit a good Z--filtration, we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma. Let A = D(G)u(g). If M is an A-module such that dimk Ext>(Z+(i), M) < x 
for all 2 and i = 0, 1, then dimk ExtA(Y(A), M) < CC fbu all 2. 
Proof. The short exact sequence 
o~N(~)+Z+(3.)+~(~)+0 
yields the following exact sequence 
HomA(N(3.),M)~Ext,~(~(i.),M)~Extf,(Z’(i.),M)i. 
Note that HomA(_Y(A),M) c HomA(Z+(i),M), therefore HomA(N(J.),M) is finite- 
dimensional since N(n) is finite-dimensional, and the result follows. 0 
For an A-module M, define A(M) = (2 EX(T)+ 1 HomD(c)u(n)(~(~>,M) # 0). 
Theorem. Let A = D(G)u(g) and M be an A-module. Moreover, assume that for all 
j* EX( T),, dimk HomA(Z+(l),M) < CC and the set A(M) with respect to the partial 
order in X(T)+ satisfies the minimal condition (i.e., any nonempty subset has a 
minimal element). 
(a) The module M admits a good Z--jltration if and only if Exti(Z+(i),M) = 0 
for all /z E X( T)+. 
(b) IJ’M admits a good Z--filtration then [M :Z-(A)] = dimk HomA(Z+(i),A4). 
Proof. Note that (b) has been shown in a more general context in the statement pre- 
ceding Theorem 3.3. The “only-if” part of (a) follows from Proposition 2.2 and [ 10, 
I 4.171 since Z+(1_) is finite dimensional. If M admits a good Z--filtration then by 
Proposition 2.2 Extj,(Z’(/l),M)=O for all i, E,%‘(T)+. The proof of the “if” part of 
(a) is rather long and we split it into three steps. Since the set X(T)+ is countable, let 
us choose a well ordering + in X(T) and fix it throughout of the proof. This ordering 
does not have to be compatible with the existing partial order 5. The only reason for 
choosing the well ordering 4 is to make sure that during the following process, no 
weight will be left behind. 
Step I: Assume that ExtA(Z+(i), M> = 0 for all /? E X( T),. By the assumption on 
M, A(M) has a minimal element (with respect to the partial order 5). We can assume 
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that A4 is not zero, thus A(M) is not empty. We can choose A to be the smallest ele- 
ment in min(A(M)) with respect to the order -x. For any ,U < I HomA(9’(p),M) = 0. 
Note that Extl(Z+(p),n/l) = 0. By examining the long exact sequence arising from 
O-K -Z+(p) + .2(p)- 0 (by applying the functor HomA(-,A4)) we get Extf, 
(-ul(,c),M)=Horn~(K,M)=O. 
Let 4 : .F(i.) pi A4 be a non-trivial homomorphism and consider the short exact 
sequence: 
Note that all composition factors of Z-(i)/_Y(A) are of the form Y(U) with p < 3,. 
By the preceding lemma, the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. Therefore, we 
can conclude that Extf,(Z-(A)/_Y(A),M>=O by the remark provided at the end of 2.3. 
Consequently, 4 can be extended to Z-(A). Since Soc~Z-(j~) 2 9(A) it follows that 
M contains a submodule M’ isomorphic to Z-(A). 
By using the hypothesis, Proposition 2.2, and the long exact sequence in cohomo- 
logy from 0 + M’ + M + M/A4’ + 0, one can see that Extfi(Z+(p),M/A4’) = 0 for all 
,uEX(T)+ and 
dimk HomA (Z+(p), M/M’), i # PL, 
dimk HomA(Z+(p),M) = 
dimk HomA(Z+(p),M/A4’) + 1, i = ,u. 
Moreover, one can apply the functor HomA(Y(p), -) to the short exact sequence above 
to get exact sequence 
(3.5.1) 
By Proposition 2.4, Extfl(z(p),Z-(A)) # 0 implies ,U > 2. However, the set A; = {p E 
X(T)+ 1 p > i} satisfies the minimal condition because any subset of weights with a 
fixed degree satisfies the minimal condition while all degrees are at least the degree 
of i. The exact sequence (3.5.1) implies that 
.4(M/‘M’) c: /l(M) u AA. (3.5.2) 
Therefore A(M/M’) satisfies the minimal condition. Observe that from the exact se- 
quence (3.5.1) the following holds: 
A(M)\(i) c mfwf’), (3.5.3) 
min(A(w) = min(A(M//U’)) if 1, E A(M/A4’). (3.5.4) 
Step II: We have just shown in Step I that M/I& satisfies all conditions that M 
does as stated in theorem. One can now iterate this process in Step I to obtain a chain 
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of submodules: 
O=M~cM,cM*c...cM~=iJM,cM 
1x0 
with Mi+,/Mj rZ-(pi) for some p; EX(T),. 
By the definition of the partial ordering in X(T) (see 1.2), for any subset n 2 X(T)+, 
all elements in min(/i) (if non-empty) have the same degree. Since .4(M/M,) C 
A(M/M;- I ) u A,,, > by the construction of M,, we see that no = deg(pa)< deg(ili)< 
deg(pi+l) for all i. 
(i) For any 3. EX(T),, iJ’ i is the smallest such that Mi+l/Mi “Z-(j,), then 
Mi+,/Mi+,_I “Z-(3.) jbr S= l,...,dimkHom.d(Z+(i,),M). 
In fact, if Mj+t/MjgZ-(3.), then ig min(/l(M/Mj)) and I is the smallest with 
respect to the order <. If HomA(Zi (A), M/M,+, ) # 0, then M/M,+, has a nonzero 
submodule N isomorphic to a quotient of Z+(J&). If N is not simple, then there 
exists p < iti such that pe I1(M/Mj+t). Thus 1~ E /I(M/Mi) by (3.5.2). This contra- 
dicts the fact that i E min(/l(M/M,)). Therefore, N ” -f20(;1) and i E /1(M/Mj+I ). Conse- 
quently, iti E min(/i(M/M,+t )) = min(/l(M/Mi)) by (3.5.4), Now by the construction as 
in Step I, there exists M/+2 CM such that Mj+z > Ml+, and M/+2/yj+I E Z-(i). Note 
that dimk HomA(Z+(l.), MIM,+I ) = dimk HomA(Z+(je), M/Mj+z) + 1. Now repeating the 
process of Step I will prove the claim. 
(ii) If,? EX(T)+ such that HomA(Z+(j,),M) #O and deg(i.)l deg(p,) jkr sonar i, 
then HomA(Z+(;I),M/M,) = 0. 
By (i) we only need to show that there exists j such that i = ,Uj. As in the proof 
of (i), we consider a non-zero submodule N of M isomorphic to a quotient of Z+(j.). 
Let N, be the image of N in A4/Mj for each j. If Nj # 0, then we must have deg(i) > 
deg(kcj) since there exists p < i. such that p E A(M/M,) while ~1, E min A(M/M,). By the 
assumption, there must be a maximal number j such that Nj # 0. Thus Nj C Z-(pj) C 
M/Mj which implies 2 < pj. On the other hand, there exists p 5 /1 such that p E A(M/Mj) 
while pj E min A(M/M,). Thus p, 3 1. This forces J. = pj. Now the claim follows from 
(i) above. 
(iii) If M/M, # 0, then M/Mm satisjes the conditions that M sati$ie.s in the 
theorem, and the weights in min(A(M/M=) has degree strictly larger than an)’ weights 
pj for which Z-(,aj) is a section qf M in a Z--filtration of M,. 
Since ExtA(Z+(A), M, ) = 0 for all 3. and i > 0, it follows by using [ 10, I 4.171 and 
Proposition 2.2, it follows that Extfi(Z+(3.),M/MX) = Ext:(Z+(J),M) = 0 and 
dimk HomA(Z+(j,),M/M,) 5 dimk HomA(Z’(n),M). 
By (ii), limsupdeg(p.,)=nl must be finite. Since the map 
HomA(Z+(l,),A4) + HomA(Zf(l),M/M& 
is surjective, once again by (ii), all weights in A(MIM,) must have degree strictly 
larger than nl. Therefore, A(MIM,) satisfies the minimal condition. 
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Step III: By (iii) in Step II, we repeat the above construction in Step II with M 
replaced by M/M, to get the following ascending filtration: 
0=M”cM1=M2=...cMJS=~Mi(IM (3.5.5) 
I=0 
such that each M’/M” has a good Z--filtration. We now prove that M” = M by 
showing that dimk HomA(Zf(%),M”) = dimk HomA(Z’(n),M). In fact, for any Jb with 
dimk Hom,i(Z+(;1),M) # 0, there exists i such that deg(i,) is smaller than the degree 
of weights in min(n(M/M’)) by (ii). Then by the construction of the filtration, we 
have 
dimk HomA(Zf(i),M) = dimk HomA(Zf(3,),M’) = dimk HomA(Zf(jV), Mm). 
Hence, M = MY We finally apply Theorem 3.4 to get that M has a good Z-- 
filtration. 0 
Remark (A). Observe that by Proposition 2.2, the conditions in (a) are also equivalent 
to ExtA(Z+(J.),M)=O for all i and all A. 
Remark (B). In contrast to the similar results for reductive algebraic groups, we have 
added a technical condition requiring n(M) to satisfy the minima1 condition. For any 
reductive group G any nonempty subset of X(T)+ satisfies the minimal condition 
since the partial ordering is just sR and thus weights with different degrees are not 
comparable. This also makes the proof for reductive groups much simpler and Step III 
is not necessary (see [ 10, II 4.161). However, with the ordering we have here in the 
theorem, the total ordering chosen in [lo, II 4.161 does not exist. 
Remark (C). In [5, Theorem 41 a canonical filtration has been constructed for rational 
modules of reductive groups with good filtration. The construction of the Z--filtration 
in Theorem 3.5 shows that we can also construct such a filtration in our case. 
As an application of the preceding results, one can show that injective D(G)u(g)- 
modules admit a good Z--filtration. Furthermore, a Brauer-Humphreys reciprocity law 
holds for the injective hulls of simple D(G)u(g)-modules. 
Corollary. Let A = D(G)u(g) and i,p EX(T)+. Then 
(a) 91. admits a Z--jltration; 
(b) [A,, : Z-(P)] = [Z’(P) : y(A)]. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from (a) in the preceding theorem. Recall that 
dimk HomA(Z+(p),9,) is equal to [Z’(U): _Y(J+)] and /1(9j,)= {n}. The second as- 
sertion can be now proven by applying (b) of the theorem. 0 
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4. Weyl type filtrations 
4.1. By analogy to the Weyl filtration of a module for a reductive groups, a module 
M admits a Weyl filtration if M has a chain of submodules 
such that Mi/Mi_i ” Z+(n). One might want to define the Weyl filtration dual to the 
good filtration by using a decreasing chain (with possibly infinite length). However, it is 
even not clear that any module has a finite-dimensional quotient. For example it is not 
clear that the injective hull of a simple module Y(o(i.) has a finite-dimensional quotient 
(even for semisimple groups). So we limit ourself to finite-dimensional modules only. 
Proposition. Let A = D( G)u(g). 
(a) A finite-dimensional D(G)u(g)-module V admits a Weyl ,jltration if and only 
ifExtb~G,,,(V,Z~(/2))=Ofor any jL~X(T)+, 
(b) [V : z(~>l= dimk HomD(G)ll(a)(M,Z-(~)). 
Proof. We first show that the vanishing of Ext’ implies the existence of the Weyl 
filtration. The proof is similar to (but much simpler due to the finite-dimensionality 
condition) the proof for good filtrations. Let i E X( r)+ be a minimal element such 
that HomA(V,Y(1.))#0. For any VEX+, let E(p) =Z-(~)/5?(~). If p <i, any 
composition factor of E(p) will have the highest weight strictly smaller than 2. By 
the choice of i,, we must have HomA( V,E(p)) = 0. Applying this to the long exact 
sequence obtained from the short exact sequence 0 + 9(~) + Z-(p) + N(p) + 0, we 
get ExtA( V, Y(p)) C Exti( V,Z-(p)) = 0 by the assumption. 
Let N(I) be the unique maximal submodule of Z+(n). Since the highest weights 
of all composition factors of N(A) are strictly smaller than than 2, ExtA( V, N(i.)) = 0. 
The long exact sequence arising from the short exact sequence 0 + N(i) + Z-(1.) + 
9(i) + 0 yields HomA( V, 9(/2)) = HomD(G),(,)( V,Z+(n)). Therefore, a non-zero ho- 
momorphism 4 : V 4 Y(n) factors through a map $ : V + Z+(n), which must be a 
surjective since 9’(A) is the unique simple quotient of Z+(A). It is routine to check 
that Ker($) satisfies the condition of the proposition. Now one can use induction 
to produce a decreasing filtration with sub-quotients isomorphic to some Z+(A). The 
other implication can be easily proved by using induction on the filtration length. This 
proves the first assertion (a). The equality of multiplicities, part (b), is routine using 
Proposition 2.2. 0 
4.2. In [3] it was shown that the tensor product of two Weyl modules admits a Weyl 
filtration as long as p is good. Mathieu [ 161 provided a different proof which removed 
the condition on the characteristic of the field. The following result shows that the 
tensor product of two universal highest weight modules for D(G)u(g) admits a Z+- 
filtration given suitable conditions on u(n). 
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Lemma. Let g be a Lie algebra of Cartan type and n- = g-2 @g_, (g_2 =0 for 
g of type W, S or H). If U(K) admits a Weyl filtration as a D(Go)-module, then 
Z+(A) @ Z+(y) admits a Z+-filtration for all 2, y E X( T),. 
Proof. Observe that by the tensor identity Zf(i.)~Z+(y)~Coind%~~‘g’( V(n)@Z+(y)). 
Furthermore, by the Mackey decomposition theorem 
as D(G)-module for p EX( T),. The functors Coind~~~~(“)-, and Ind~[~~,- are exact, 
therefore one can apply Frobenius reciprocity twice to get 
Ext&c,U(,,(Z+(Q@Z+(Y),Z-(p)) ” Extb&V)@Z+(1/)>Z-(p)) 
” Extb(,J VA) @Z+(y), H’(p)). 
As D(Go)-modules we have Z+(y)” u(n) 8 V(y). Therefore, by [3, 161 V(A) @Z+(y) 
has a Weyl filtration, and Ext&oO)( V(1) 8 Z+(y), H’(A)) = 0. The result now follows 
by Proposition 4.1. 0 
4.3. There are several cases when the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 can be verified. 
Theorem. For g = W( 1, l), W(2, l), H(2, l), the tensor product of two universal high- 
est weight modules admits a Z+-filtration. 
Proof. For g a Lie algebra of type W or S, one can identify u(n) with the truncated 
symmetric powers of the natural representation of Go = GL,. According to [4, 4.21, as a 
GL,-module, u(n) ” @~(?o-” G where G is the unique top composition factor in the 
d-th symmetric power of the natural representation (i.e. H’(d, 0, 0, . . . , 0)). Furthermore, 
GNL(&) where &=(p- l,p- l,..., p - 1, r, 0,. . . ,O) where p - 1 occurs m times 
with d = m(p - 1) + Y, 0 < Y 5 d - 1. Note that the weights are given in the partition 
notation. 
When n = 2, Q EL(&) where & is of the form (p - 1, r) or (r, 0). In either case 
L(&) ” V(&) for 0 < d I_ 2(p- 1). Therefore, U(K) admits a Weyl filtration. Observe 
that S(2,l)m ” H(2, l), thus the results for n =2 follow by Theorem 4.2. The case 
when n = 1 follows immediately because V(J&) 2 1. is a one-dimensional simple D(T)- 
module (T = Go), and all D(T)-modules are semisimple. 0 
Now consider g = W(3,l) and Go ” GL3. We claim that Z+(O) @Z+(O) cannot be 
Z+-filterable. Suppose that Z+(O) @Z+(O) is Z+-filterable. Then by the isomotphism 
of extensions given in the previous section, 
ExtbcG,,c,,(Z+(0) @ Z+(O),Z-(p))” Extb~,&(n-)>H”(~)) = 0 
forallpLEX(T)+. If~~=(p-l,1,0)withd=(p-l)+l,thenHo(~~)hascomposition 
factors L(p- l,l,O) and L(p-2,1,1)rH”(p-2,1,1). Set p=(p-2,1,1). Then 
Ext&oO)(Td, H’(p-2,1,1)) # 0. This leads us to a contradiction, so by Theorem 4.1(a) 
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Z+(O) @Z+(O) does not admit a Z’-filtration. This counterexample can be generalized 
to g =X(n, 1)r2] where X is of type W or S and n>3. 
5. A formal character formula 
In this section we will use the “orthogonality” between the modules Z+(;_)‘s and 
Z-(p)‘s to derive a character formula, which is an analogue of a well known character 
formula which is related to KazhdanLusztig polynomials in the representation theory 
of reductive algebraic groups. 
5.1. Since we are discussing infinite-dimensional modules, similar to the category Cf 
for semisimple complex Lie algebras, we need to provide the concept of the characters. 
For any subset A of X( T) and n E z, let A, be the set of all weights in A with degree n. 
A subset A of X( r) is called good if A, is finite for all II E L and A, = for IZ > 0. Note 
that A is good if and only for each /r E X(T), the set A>/, = (2 E A 1 i > 1~) is finite. 
Each function ,f’ :X(T) + z can be written as a formal series .f = Ch6xCTj ,f‘(jL)e’. Let 
SuPP(f)={~~X(WR~“)#O] 1s called the support of f. Moreover, let z[X(r)] 
be the set of all functions J’ :X(r) --i L such that Supp( f) is a good. It is clear 
that z[X(T)] an abelian group. Actually z[X(T)] is a ring with convolution product. 
Indeed, for ,f. CJ E z[X( r)], we have 
(J’g)(j-) = C .f(illM~k - P) = c f(P>d~ - PI. 
k POE SUPP( f)no.-supp(8)) 
First of all, the sum is finite for each /1 since the set (Supp(J’) n (i - Supp(g)))n = 
Supp( f)n n (j_ - Supp(g)),, is finite and nonempty for only finitely many n. To show 
that Supp(J’g) is good, we note that the convolution multiplication is the same as the 
formal multiplication of series. For functions J’, g E g[X( r)], the multiplication makes 
sense. Using this interpretation, one can easily see that Supp( fg) C Supp( ,f)+Supp(g). 
It is routine to check that subset of a good set of X(T) is good and the sum two good 
set is also good. Note that the ring z[X(T)] contains the group ring Z[X(T)] as a 
subring. The character ch Z-(j,) = CpEXCTj dim Z-(,%),,ep is in &X(T)] but not in 
wf(~)l. 
In z[X(T)] we can define infinite sums in the sense that, when evaluated at each 
jti E X(T) the sum becomes finite and the sum, regarded as a function X(T) + L is in 
mv1. 
5.2. Formul charucters. Let Gr be the subring of z[X(T)] of all formal characters gen- 
erated by finite-dimensional modules in ‘6. Then Gv is a free abelian group generated 
with a basis {ch Y(3,) I,? E X(T)+}. Th e ring Gv can be regarded as the Grothendieck 
ring of the category of all finite-dimensional modules in %? with multiplication given 
by tensor products of modules. 
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Let G be the subring of z[X(T)] consisting of all elements cj. al” ch Y(2) such 
that the function a :X(T)+ + 72 (cl H a,) has a good support. 
One can verify easily that 5 is a subring of z[X(T)]. In fact, 
a~b,[Y(%) @ 6p(,u) : L!(v)] ch Y(v). 
n’,. = C,, I, a;~b,,[P’(i) $3 U(p) : P’(v)] # 0 implies that there exist i. E Supp(a) and ,n t 
Supp(b) ‘such that [Y(2) @ 2(p) : 9(v)] # 0. Thus, v 5 i.+p. For each II E z, we have 
S~PP(& c: u Supp(ch (y(l) @ Z(P))) 
with the union being taken over all 2~ Supp(a), p l Supp(b), and deg(i)+deg(p)>n. 
Thus the union is finite. For IZ >> 0, there will be no weights i. E Supp(a) and PE 
Supp(b) such that deg(jb) + deg(p) > II (if IZ larger than the sum of the largest degrees 
of weights in Supp(a) and in Supp(b)). 
- 
Lemma. Suppose, jbr each i EX(T)+, f; E G> such that all weights p in Supp( j;) 
sutisfies ,LL < A, then C d;.fj E G for any function d :X(T)+ + Z with good support. 
Proof. Write ,f; = c/i b,,., ch Y(p). Then 
First of all, by the assumption on fi’s, aP = Cn2P L,,n ,. b .d. is a finite sum since Supp(d) 
is good. The statement hat a,, # 0 implies that there exists 2. E Supp(d) such that A > ~1. 
Thus, Supp(d), = for all n >N implies that Supp(a), = for all n >N and 
Supp(a ),, C U Swp(b.,;)n. 
icSupp(c!),deg(i) 2 n 
The right-hand side is a finite union of finite sets since Supp(b.,;.) and Supp(d) are 
good subsets of X(T)+. 0 
Let {h I i~x(T)+) b e either the set {ch V,,(2) 1 itX(T)+} or the set {chZ+(i,) 1 
2 E X(T)+}. Then f;. E Gr and satisfies the conditions of the preceding lemma. Hence, 
C h;,f; E Gr for any function b :X(T)+ + L with good support. 
Proposition. An element in z[X( T)] is in G if and only if it can be written as of 
the ,form C b;,jj such that Supp(b) is good. 
Proof. By the lemma above, we only need to show that all elements in 6 can be 
written in the form as stated in the proposition. By applying a argument similar to the 
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proof of the above lemma (with ch _!?(,I) being replaced by fi, it suffices to show that 
ch L.?(A) can be written in the stated form. Since fi = ch _Y( I_) + CPCi d,i ch _/9?(p). 
By using a recursive argument one can write ch Y(1) = C,L5j, a,j,f,,. For each given 
degree n and VEX+, there are only finitely many ,Q’S such that a,,,~, # 0 and 
deg(p) = II. 0 
We remark that the expression ch L?(n) = Cal&~ could an infinite sum. However, 
when the “restricted part” of I is not an exterior weight (see [ 17]), the sum will be 
finite. 
5.3. We have seen that if Ext&(_!Y(%),Z-(p)) # 0 or Ext~(Z+(~),P’(I_)) # 0 for some 
i then ,I 2 p by results in Section 2. In particular, we have Exti(Y(/l),Z-(p)) = ExCL 
(Z+(~),Y(~))=O for all i if deg(i)< deg(p). 
Lemma. For any AEX(T)+, let N(i) be the unique muximul submodule of V,,(i), 
then all weights p oJ’ N(A) has degree strictly smaller than deg(A). 
Proof. Recall that &,(,I) = u(n) 8 L(/z) as a D(G,$-module. The D(Go)-submodule in 
Y(A) generated by any weight space of the weights with degree deg(i,) has to be 
isomorphic to Lo-). Thus No,) is contained in u(n)+ @L(I) and all weights of the 
augmented ideal u(n)+ has degree at most -1. 0 
As a result of the lemma, we have the following 
Corrollary. If 2, p EX( T), such that deg(A) < deg(p) then Extt (Y(L), Z-(p)) g 
Ext&oo)(L(~),Ho(~)) for all i. 
Proof. When deg(i)tdeg(p), the result is clear since both are zero. If deg(A)= deg(p), 
we consider the short exact sequence 0 + N(i) + Vi,(;,) + Y(A) + 0, which gives rise 
to the following long exact sequence 
. . --+ Ext:&N(L),Z-(/1)) + Ext&( P’,,(i),Z-(p)) + Exth(.Y(%),Z-(p)) + . 
By considering a composition series of N(i) we have Extk(N(i.),ZP(p))=O for all i 
and thus, we have Ext’,(L!(A),Z-(p)) g Ext&( V,,(A),Z-(p)) E ExtD(oO)(L(A),HO(l()) 
for all i. 0 
If deg(A)> deg(p), then Ext&( V,,(i),Z-(p)) E E x occ;,j(L(i.),HO(/~)) = 0 for all i t 
and we have Ext&(.P(~),ZP(~)) -Ext:~~‘(N(i,),Z-(p)). Hence, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem. For each pair I,, p EX( T),, there exists un integer n(A,p) such that 
Ext&(9(L),Z-(,u))=O for all i>n(A,p). 
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Proof. Recall from [lo] that Ext’ o(onj(L(;l),Ho(p)) = 0 if i larger than the height of the 
weight /1-,u (only if /z >R p) . The existence of n(& p) is clear when deg(A) < deg(p). 
For deg(A) > deg(p), we use induction on deg(%) - deg(p) noting that N(i) has only 
finitely many composition factors and all composition factors of N(i.) have highest 
weights with degree smaller than deg(1,). 0 
5.4. By the above theorem, for each ~1 EX(T)+, we can define 
~~(M)=~(-l)‘dimExt~~(A4,Z~(p)) 
i>O 
for each finite-dimensional module M in V?. We first note by considering a com- 
position series of M, the above theorem implies that there exists n(M,p) such that 
Ext’,(M,Z-(p)) = 0 for all i >n(M, p). Consequently, the “Euler characteristic” c,,(M) 
is well defined. It is straight forward to verify that cfl additive on short exact se- 
quences, i.e., c(p)(E) =c,(Mi) + cy(M2) whenever there is a short exact sequence 
0 + Mi + E +I& -+ 0. Identifying Gr as the Grothendieck group of the full subcat- 
egory of V consisting of all finite dimensional modules, we have defined a group 
homomorphism C~ : Gr + Z. 
We want to extend the group homomorphism cl1 to g which involves elements 
with infinite sums. By Proposition 5.2, let f = ci, a).fl E G^;. Then Supp(a) is a good 
set and the set (2 E Supp(a) 12 2 p} is finite. Then we define CJ f) = c, a;.c/,( ,f;,), 
which is a finite sum and well defined. Apparently this is a unique extension of c,, 
that commutes with infinite sums with good supports. 
We now set fi, = ch Z’(L) for all I E X( 7’)+ For any finite-dimensional module M 
in ‘6, we can write ch M = En a;& f>. such that the function a has a good support. Then 
we can apply the group homomorphism clr to get 
where cI,( ,fj.) = 6,,. Therefore, al, = c,(M), and we have proved the following 
Proposition. For any ,finite dimensional M in %‘, we have the followky character 
formula: 
lvhere x(A) is the Weyl character for the reductive group Go and U(K) is regarded 
as u Go-module. 
The proof of the proposition is straight forward using the character ch Z+(L) = 
x(i) ch u(n). 
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Remark. The formula resembles the formula for reductive groups. For reductive groups, 
when A4 is irreducible, the alternating sum in the formula, up to a sign, is the value of 
a Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial at 1 (assuming the Lusztig conjecture). It is interesting 
to see whether one can formulate analogous “Kazhdan-Lusztig” polynomials in this 
situation, and to relate these polynomials with the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for 
reductive groups. 
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